Diamond K Brass Launches the Release of ‘How Different Bullet Types Can Affect Shooting’

Diamond K Brass has announced the release of How Different Bullet Types Can Affect Shooting, the latest infographic that lays out many different types of ammunition and gives detail regarding their FPS (feet per second) comparatively.

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (PRWEB) December 31, 2018 -- Diamond K Brass has announced the release of How Different Bullet Types Can Affect Shooting, the latest infographic that lays out many different types of ammunition and gives detail regarding their FPS (feet per second) comparatively. The infographic also describes particular terminology for ammunition, as well as helpful tips for improving your shooting accuracy.

“It’s important for shooters to know and understand how ammunition affects their accuracy, whether they are new to the sport or have several years of experience,” states Douglas Kiley, Owner for Diamond K Brass. “We, Diamond K Brass, wanted to provide new and experienced shooters alike with the key information they need to not only understand their firearm, but how to improve their shooting accuracy overtime.”

Diamond K Brass started as a company recycling brass from bullets, and now offers one of the widest selections of once fired, refurbished brass and nickel bullet casings. Once fired brass is typically obtained from military sources or firing ranges. Diamond K Brass then monitors the used shells with extreme care to make sure they are in perfect reloading condition before selling.

Regardless of experience level, it’s important to know all aspects that can affect shooting accuracy, including the bullet itself. Find out more as well as see some of the great products Diamond K Brass has to offer right here.

About Diamond K Brass
Diamond K Brass LLC offers the widest selection and highest quality of once fired and reloadable brass and nickel casings for commercial and recreational reloading. We perform strict quality-control checks on all our reloading brass and nickel to ensure that it conforms to safety standards and tolerances, allowing you to purchase with confidence from us.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release [here](http://www.diamondkbrass.com/).